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SIMULTANEOUS PHYSICAL AND 
PROTOCOL LAYER ANALYSIS 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This is a continuation of application Ser. No. 12/143,508, 
?led Jun. 20, 2008, now US. Pat. No. 7,756,199, Which is a 
continuation of application Ser. No. 10/836,385, ?ledApr. 30, 
2004, now US. Pat. No. 7,403,560, granted Jul. 22, 2008, 
Which is entitled to the priority ?ling date of application Ser. 
No. 60/542,985 ?led Feb. 9, 2004, the entirety of Which is 
incorporated herein by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates generally to the simultaneous 
interpretation and display of both a digital data stream and its 
underlying analog transmission signal. Such a simultaneous 
interpretation alloWs for the analyZing of any particular por 
tion of the digital data, such as an error, and the underlying 
analog signal giving rise to the particular data, or error. 

Data communications is the transmission of messages 
from one electronic device to other electronic devices. These 
messages are transmitted through a communications channel. 
A physical Wire, optical cable, radio or other appropriate 
transmission medium may be used to implement the commu 
nications channel. A stream of individual data bits represents 
each message, thus comprising a digital data message. A 
communications protocol is an agreed-upon convention that 
de?nes the order and meaning of bits in a serial digital data 
stream. It may also specify a procedure for exchanging mes 
sages. A protocol Will de?ne hoW many data bits compose a 
message unit, the framing and formatting bits, error detec 
tion/ correction bits, and any other information needed to 
transmit the message from the source to its destination, and to 
alloW con?rmation that the proper message Was received on 
the receiving end. 
When designing and building devices that communicate 

With each other to transmit messages therebetWeen, the build 
ers must be aWare that problems can occur during the trans 
mission of the data, a device may incorrectly interpret a 
message, or a device may improperly respond to a received 
message. Tools are presently available for an individual to 
look at either the physical layer (comprising the actual 
received analog data signal) or the protocol layer (comprising 
the decoded digital data) separately. Protocol analyZers, for 
example, capture, decode, interpret, and react to the contents 
of data packets as they transit a netWork’s media. They are 
typically concerned With layers 2 (Data Link) through 5 (Ses 
sion) of the industry standard ISO/OSI Reference Model. 
HoWever, they are blind to the shape and timing of the signals 
or Layer 1 (hardWare, connections, etc). On the other hand, 
oscilloscopes and serial data analyZers alloW the operator to 
accurately capture the data bits and vieW their shape as Well as 
measure eye patterns, jitter, bit errors and other signal param 
eters such as rise time and overshoot for a Wide variety of 
serial data standards Which alloW the operator to analyZe the 
Layer 1, but do nothing for higher levels of the protocol stack. 
While some oscilloscopes noW alloW for a user to trigger on a 
speci?c serial analog data pattern so that a user can detect a 
prede?ned sequence of information, there has traditionally 
been no information provided above this physical layer as to 
the information content of the serial digital data stream rep 
resented by the captured analog Waveform. 

Attempts at providing correlated analog and digital data 
have been less than satisfactory. In one approach a serial data 
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2 
signal is displayed, and a cursor may de?ne a portion of the 
serial data signal to be decoded to digital data in accordance 
With a prede?ned protocol. While this alloWs for the vieWing 
of serial and same correlated digital data, this system has 
signi?cant drawbacks. For example, the inventors of the 
present invention have determined that because there is no 
provision for triggering on a misinterpreted Waveform, for 
example, it is not possible to monitor the digital data for an 
error in accordance With the de?ned protocol, and then vieW 
the portion of the analog signal corresponding to the digital 
error. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In accordance With the invention, the inventors have there 
fore determined that sometimes it is necessary to see the 
relationship betWeen these physical and protocol layers. For 
example, one might Want to determine the cause of an invalid 
or corrupt message. Thus, if an error is detected in the digital 
data, one might Want to analyZe the underlying analog signal 
used to transmit the digital data. 

Another use is that an individual may Wish to understand 
the timing betWeen a serial data signal and other analog 
signals in a system. Presently, in order to verify a timing 
betWeen various digital serial data signals and analog signals, 
the analog signal is physically displayed on a DSO (Digital 
Sampling Oscilloscope) and is often crudely interpreted by 
counting bits (to then manually decode into a text message to 
interpret the destination or message) as is shoWn in FIG. 1, or 
interpreted in a separate protocol analyZer that displays mes 
sage (protocol) information as is shown in FIG. 2. As the 
inventors of the present invention have determined, there is no 
single test device With the required bandWidth and number of 
channels that can trigger on serial data signals, measure the 
physical layer properties, and interpret the data layer infor 
mation. 

In addition, in accordance With the invention, because the 
apparatus interprets data at the protocol layer and then alloWs 
for analyZing the underlying analog signals, a user need not 
vieW an entire analog data stream to determine a particular 
portion of interest. Instead, a user may set one or more criteria 
in the digital data signal. Upon meeting one or more of these 
criteria, a speci?c serial data signal can be triggered upon, and 
portions of the analog signal that generated the digital data 
that met the criteria can be revieWed. This technique is par 
ticularly useful When revieWing long, non-repetitive data 
streams for an error, or for some other uncommon trigger 
criteria. Rather than crudely counting bits in the analog sig 
nal, as noted above, the portion of the analog signal is dis 
played When it is determined that the corresponding digital 
data meets one or more predetermined criteria, thus saving a 
user tremendous amounts of time. Thus, the decoded digital 
data itself may be used to de?ne the trigger location for 
obtaining the corresponding analog serial data stream. 

Moreover, because the criteria are set in one or more of the 
protocol layers, a user may set the criteria corresponding to 
any of the protocol layers. Thus, for example, if a user Were 
using the present invention to monitor the status of an auto 
mobile, a user Would be able to request a data trigger When a 
criteria, such as engine_idle_speed<:800 rpm. Thus, a user 
may set a data trigger criteria in a Way that he can understand 
(i.e. not necessarily binary or hexadecimal format) and With 
various conditions applied. 

In this manner, a user is easily able to set and de?ne criteria, 
and quickly vieW analog signal data corresponding to digital 
data meeting the prede?ned criteria. 
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Still other objects and advantages of the invention Will in 
part be obvious and Will in part be apparent from the speci? 
cation and the drawings. 

The invention accordingly comprises the several steps and 
the relation of one or more of such steps With respect to each 
of the others, and the apparatus embodying features of con 
struction, combination(s) of elements and arrangement of 
parts that are adapted to effect such steps, all as exempli?ed in 
the folloWing detailed disclosure, and the scope of the inven 
tion Will be indicated in the claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

For a more complete understanding of the invention, ref 
erence is made to the folloWing description and accompany 
ing draWings, in Which: 

FIG. 1 is a screen shot of an oscilloscope used by an 
operator to count bits of an analog data signal and display 
associated digital data; 

FIG. 2 is a screen shot of an output from a protocol ana 

lyZer; 
FIG. 3 is a screen shot depicting multiple messages cap 

tured in a single acquisition, and a decoded ID ?eld shoWn for 
each message in accordance With the invention; 

FIG. 4 is a screen shot depicting decoded data (from a 
single message) vieWed simultaneously With the original cap 
tured analog signal; 

FIG. 5 is a CANBus block diagram for implementation of 
one embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 6 is a screen shot depicting a CAN Analysis dialog 
box alloWing a user to setup parameters about the signal, such 
as Bit Rate and Sample point in accordance With the inven 
tion; 

FIG. 7 is a screen shot depicting a CAN Trace dialog box 
alloWing a user to select betWeen various types of input sig 
nals in accordance With the invention; 

FIG. 8 depicts a particular implementation of the CAN 
Trigger of FIG. 6 in accordance With the invention; 

FIG. 9 depicts a particular implementation of the CAN 
Trigger of FIG. 6 in accordance With the invention; 

FIG. 10 is a screen shot depicting multiple messages that 
have been captured, one having an error, in accordance With 
the invention; 

FIG. 11 is a screen shot depicting the details of a single 
message including stuff bits With decoded data shoWn in 
decimal in accordance With the invention; 

FIG. 12 is a screen shot depicting the details of an error 
frame decoded in hexadecimal, With stuff bits not included, in 
accordance With the invention; 

FIG. 13 is a screen shot depicting the details of a single 
message including an error When the decoded signal is unrec 
ogniZable; 

FIG. 14 is a screen shot depicting the implementation of a 
bad bit locator function in accordance With the invention; 

FIG. 15 is a screen shot depicting a Signal Integrity dialog 
box for setting various parameters for testing the integrity of 
a data signal in accordance With the invention; 

FIG. 16 is a screen shot depicting a protocol decode dialog 
box for setting parameters in accordance With the protocol 
format of a received signal in accordance With the invention; 

FIG. 17 is a block diagram depicting a CAN ProBus 
Adapter incorporated into a system in accordance With the 
invention; and 

FIG. 18 is a block diagram depicting a CAN processing 
Web architecture in accordance With the invention. 
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4 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 

EMBODIMENTS 

In accordance With the present invention, a physical layer 
serial data stream is ?rst captured by a digital oscilloscope 
(such as a LeCroy® X-Stream based digital oscilloscope). 
The captured data stream is then is analyZed by a protocol 
speci?c Waveform decoder to create combined physical layer 
and data layer vieW for more complete interpretation of data 
and easy debugging of bus, communication, and other pos 
sible problems. The Waveform decoder translates the cap 
tured data stream of the physical layer in to a sequence of bits 
(1 ’s and 0’s) and groups the bits into the various parts of the 
message as de?ned by the speci?ed protocol. The data bits 
can be vieWed simultaneously With the original captured sig 
nal. 
As is shoWn in FIG. 3, a screen shot depicting an acquired 

and decoded data stream 310 is shoWn of a display 300. 
Multiple messages may be captured in a single acquisition. 
Each message may include a separate ID ?eld. Decoded data 
from these ID ?elds is shoWn in FIG. 3 at 320. Thus all of the 
data signal information for each message is depicted bunched 
up corresponding to each noted ID information 320. For 
example, physical layer data stream information correspond 
ing to a message located at ID 0x4bc is shoWn on display 300 
bunched beloW a corresponding ID label. 
Once data for the various messages has been acquired, 

separated out and decoded according to the applicable proto 
col, decoded data (from a single message) can be vieWed, 
along With the original captured signal. Referring next to FIG. 
4, a screen shot depicting such data corresponding to a single 
message is shoWn. A display 400 displays decoded data and 
original captured signal corresponding to ID 0x4bc, noted 
above. ShoWn in display 400 is a portion 410 of the original 
captured signal 310 corresponding to a selected message ID 
(in this case ID 0x4bc), as Well as stuff bits 420 inserted into 
the data signal 410. According to the protocol employed for 
decoding the data stream, different parts of the message are 
identi?ed and differentiated, for example highlighted in dif 
ferent colors. Of course, any other appropriate methods of 
delineating the portions of the decoded message may be 
employed. As shoWn in FIG. 4, the decoded message is 
divided into an ID ?eld 430, a data length control (DLC) ?eld 
432, a data ?eld 435, a CRC checksum ?eld 440, and an 
acknowledge ?eld 442. While not shoWn, one embodiment 
displays the bit rate associated With each of the data mes 
sages. Bit rate of a signal is an important measurement, and is 
used in many analysis tools. Being shoWn the bit rate Would 
alloW a visual con?rmation, and therefore notice of any devia 
tion, from an intended bit rate. 

In addition to being able to vieW a single message dis 
played on the screen, a user may ?lter the messages based 
upon message ID, and/or any data sequences Within the sig 
nal. A data sequence Will contain many messages. While 
paging through a sequence of data structures, stopping each 
time on a message having the desired ID is possible, it is far 
more convenient for a user to vieW all messages that have a 
particular ID, corresponding to a particular system event. In 
this Way, the messages Would be displayed adjacent each 
other, if desired, or shoWn in context of the data signal. The 
user could additionally, request that all messages including a 
particular sequence of data be shoWn. Finally, upon ?ltering, 
instead of scrolling through each of the designated messages, 
a table could be displayed, indicating each portion of the 
signal that meets the ?lter criteria, and an indication of the 
locating thereof in the signal (i.e. bit offset, time offset, etc.). 
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Traditionally, to determine Whether a signal had reached a 
predetermined threshold, and Was therefore considered a “ l ” 

or a “0”, the signal Was looked at to determine Whether it had 
crossed the threshold during the bit period. However, this 
results in a bias against the prior value. Thus, if a value starts 
beloW a threshold, a single spike above the threshold Would 
result in a determination that the bit value had changed. This 
Would be true, even if for most of the bit period the value Was 
beloW the threshold, and the spike Was a result of noise. This 
Would result in an error. Therefore in accordance With the 
invention the value of the signal during the entire bit period is 
averaged. In such a manner, a single spike from noise Would 
not result in an incorrect determination of the value at the bit 
period. While on display 400, the averaging of the value 
during the bit period Would avoid an error, a user could still 
vieW the signal associated With the bit period to see Whether 
the shape of the Waveform gives any clue as to Why the signal 
spiked across the threshold. 

Furthermore, analysis of the data stream in other Ways is 
also possible. For example, once an average of each of the bit 
values has been determined, these values can be grouped as 
selected by a user, either in accordance With a parameter 
de?ned by a protocol, or any other desired bit sequence, to for 
a measurable value, Which can then be graphed to shoW any 
drift in the value, or other patterns that might arise as a result 
of some systematic changes in the system. More information 
is available about the system, and can be vieWed by a user as 
a trend graph, histogram, or results of a statistical analysis, 
perhaps to account for various changes in the signal. In any 
event, the accumulation of this data can be used in any num 
ber of Ways, as desired by the user and implemented on a 
digital oscilloscope, to generate additional information 
regarding the consistency and/or integrity of the acquired 
signal. 

According to the protocol employed, or in accordance With 
another interpretation database, symbolic names that corre 
spond to the data bits in the header and data parts of the 
message may be applied to the decoded data. Thus, after 
decoding a particular bit sequence (preferably in accordance 
With the averaging scheme noted above), that bit sequence 
can be interpreted by any interpretation scheme that Was 
applied during coding to determine a message that Was 
encoded into the data. In this manner, the oscilloscope canuse 
such a database or other interpretation scheme to translate the 
data bits into corresponding symbolic names and display 
them simultaneously With the original Waveform. The data 
base can be as simple as in the case of RS232 Where it Would 
contain the ASCII code to map to each byte, or it can be 
complex to have different mapping for each ?eld or sub ?eld 
Within the message. As noted above, a user could ?lter the 
symbolic results to vieW all messages in a data signal corre 
sponding to a particular symbolic name. These results could 
also be shoWn in a table, as noted above. 

While this invention is applicable to any serial data com 
munications standard, the initial embodiment of the invention 
is applied to CANBus Which is a serial data bus used in 
automotive applications. 
As a Way to reduce costs and Weight, improve emissions 

and e?iciency, and meet consumer demand for convenience 
features, vehicles are becoming more laden With electronics. 
A typical vehicle electronics system (With CAN and LIN 
modules) is shoWn generally at 500 in FIG. 5. The electronics 
system includes a CANbus 510, various sensors 520 and 
electronic control units (ECU) 530 for driving the various 
components and transmitting and receiving various data via 
bus 510. 
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6 
With the increase in the complexity of the electronics sys 

tems in cars, the process of debugging errors in the system has 
similarly become more complicated. A debugger must cur 
rently use a DSO to verify the functioning of the various 
system components, and debug “modules”, each including an 
ECU (electronic control unit) 530, and various sensor inputs 
520. The complete module comprises a “node” on the elec 
tronic bus in the car. The module monitors the sensor inputs 
and serial data messages that are generated by the various 
portions of the module, and sends serial data messages gen 
erated in accordance With this data onto the bus. These trans 
mitted serial data messages are received, interpreted and used 
by other modules in the system. More electronic features in 
the car means more “nodes” on the bus, and the groWth of 
installed nodes tracks With the groWth of automotive electron 
ics, about l5%/year. 

It is essential for a debugger to measure timing betWeen 
serial data messages on a signal bus and sensor signals 
received from various other nodes in the car to verify proper 
operation. If a particular module is not operating correctly, the 
debugger may need to investigate the functioning of the vari 
ous systems in relation to the timing of the transmitted serial 
data signal. This Will in turn require that the electronic test 
equipment be able to trigger on the serial data signal to under 
stand What is happening before and after the portion of the 
signal around the trigger. Due to the large number of signals 
present, a 4-channel DSO Would therefore be desirable. 
Once a module is installed in a vehicle, unforeseen inter 

actions can occur With other modules or parts in the vehicle. 
Module suppliers, or their end customer (a car manufacturer) 
may perform testing after the various modules have been 
assembled into a vehicle to debug “system” problems. This 
may require a visit by the module supplier a vehicle lot or 
other location Where an assembled vehicle is available. A 
vehicle(s) may be driven around until a particular desired 
error or other signal occurs, at Which point the DSO must 
trigger on the signal, and capture the signal for extensive 
analysis. System debugging can take a signi?cant amount of 
time and require a highly skilled debugger. 

In accordance With the invention, the CAN analysis sub 
system supports four combinable functions: 
1) Trigger (on message ID and data). 
2) Physical layer analysis (bad bit detection, signal specs 

veri?cation). 
3) CAN protocol decoding functions. 
4) CAN symbolic interpretation functions. 

System Architecture 
The system in accordance With the CAN bus embodiment 

of the invention consists of one or more softWare packages 
running on either multipurpose or dedicated test measure 
ment equipment. A preferred embodiment Would be to run the 
softWare on a multi-channel DSO and a dedicated hardWare 
platform including various inputs and underlying computing 
functions to support the trigger requirements of the system. 
The hardWare package therefore preferably includes a serial 
hardWare trigger. The hardWare trigger interfaces With the 
DSO, and the softWare packages implement the various user 
interfaces, drive the trigger module and the various analysis 
modules. The softWare and hardWare interact in accordance 
With the invention alloWing all common observations in 
accordance With the CAN protocol from the CAN bus. Such 
a con?guration is shoWn in FIG. 17. Of course, other appro 
priate con?gurations, such as including the trigger hardWare 
and software in a single DSO unit may also be used. 

Referring to FIG. 17, the preferred hardWare design Will 
noW be described. FIG. 17 shoWs an arrangement of a com 
plete system 1700 constructed in accordance With a preferred 
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embodiment invention When the system is set up for trigger 
ing on events occurring on a CAN bus and vieWing the cor 
responding CAN analog signals as Well as other signals. A 
CAN trigger unit 1710 is provided and includes an input port 
1712 for receiving CAN bus data. Unit 1710 further com 
prises a physical layer receiving module 1714 for receiving 
the CAN analog signal, and an evaluation module 1716 for 
evaluating the captured message. During evaluation, unit 
1710 analyzes the input CAN signal, looking for any of a 
prede?ned number of trigger criteria. Upon determination 
that an event in the CAN data has met one of the one or more 

prede?ned trigger criteria, a trigger signal is output from 
evaluation module 1716 ofunit 1710 to an oscilloscope 1720. 
A CAN ProBus Adapter 1723 feeds the CAN trigger pulse 
output by CAN trigger unit 1710 into the oscilloscope 1720. 
As is shoWn, oscilloscope 1720 may also receive directly the 
CANbus signals on input ports 1722 and any other signals 
desired on input channels 1724. The presence of the CAN 
ProBus Adapter 1723 identi?es Which input channel is to be 
used, and thus Which input channel Was the source of CAN 
trigger and alloWs automation of various related set-ups. 
Upon receipt of a trigger from CAN trigger unit 1710, 

oscilloscope 1720 marks the corresponding portion of the 
input CAN signal, and preferably annotates the type of tri gger 
condition that resulted in the trigger, if desired. This portion 
of the CAN signal (if not the entire signal) is then stored for 
later revieW by a user. 

In addition to vieWing the CAN signal, any other signals 
can be vieWed While triggering on CAN, Which is one of the 
bene?ts of the invention. Some users Will not alWays Want to 
vieW the CAN signal in a particular case, but rather Will 
trigger on the CAN signal While vieWing some other corre 
lated signals of interest to the user. Thus, the user can easily 
determine the effect of a particular trigger condition occur 
ring on the CAN bus may have on those other correlated 
signal. In an alternate embodiment, the CAN trigger is input 
via an external trigger input and four other signals can be 
vieWed, each on one channel of a four channel DSO. 

Referring next to FIG. 18, a general softWare design con 
struction of the system in accordance With a preferred 
embodiment of the invention Will noW be described. The 
CAN Analyser of the invention is implemented by providing 
a softWare CAN Manager, indicated generally at 1800, to a 
manager’s collection of control softWare on a digital sam 
pling oscilloscope (DSO). Three executives (control pro 
grams) are included, a CAN SRC executive, a CAN Wave 
form/Protocol Decode executive1840 and a BadBit Locator 
Executive 1870. 
As is shoWn in FIG. 18, CANBus data is received by one or 

more channels 1802, corresponding to channels input at input 
ports 1722 of FIG. 17. CAN SRC Executive 1810 receives the 
input CANBus data and performs various functional process 
ing of the data to generate a processed data signal in accor 
dance With the received analog data signal. This generated 
digital data stream is ?rst passed to a Trace Renderer 1820 to 
be displayed on a screen, along With the other generated 
display information, as Will be described beloW. 
A measure manager 1890 also receives the generated digi 

tal data stream from CAN SRC Executive 1810 and controls 
Which measurements are to be computed and displayed. Thus 
data input thereto is measured in accordance With various 
desired computations, and the results are displayed by param 
eter renderer 1892. 
A BadBit Executive 1870 receives the data signals from 

CAN SRC Executive 1810 in response to one or more trigger 
events. As Will noW be described, this BadBit Executive 1870 
contains the necessary controls for implementing the ability 
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8 
to locate bad bits in a data signal. The input to Bad Bit 
Executive is the output from the CAN SRC executive1810. In 
accordance With the invention, the timing of the BadBit 
Executive 1870 must be time aligned With the CAN trace 
(output of CAN SRC executive.) 
A CAN TIE (Time Interval Error) unit 1872 measures the 

variation of the standard TIE component that is immune to 
inter-message gaps. The algorithm utiliZed by unit 1872 
resynchronises to the nominal bit rate at the beginning of each 
CAN message because the messages are emitted asynchro 
nously onto the CAN bus. The TIEs are then fed into a Track 
component 1874 in order to vieW their distribution, time 
aligned With the source trace. A Mask Compare unit 1878 
then compares the calculated TIE to a predetermined mask 
1876 to determine if the TIE measurements are out of speci 
?cation. In order to facilitate vieWing, A trace renderer 1880 
generates a display of the TIE data received from Track com 
ponent 1874, the tolerance mask 1876 is displayed by a mask 
renderer 1882 based upon display information generated by 
Mask Compare unit 1878, and a cursor is displayed by cursor 
renderer 1884 based upon cursor information also provided 
from Mask Compare unit 1878, With violation markers dis 
played thereon. The tolerance mask Width is controlled by a 
user selection as a percentage of the nominal bit rate. Time 
interval errors exceeding the prede?ned tolerance Will appear 
as spikes outside the mask. In a preferred embodiment, on 
very poor signals, the maximum number of violation markers 
Will be limited to 200 so that a user may still properly interpret 
the information. 

Referring once again to FIG. 18, CAN Waveform Decode 
Executive 1840 receives the output from CAN SRC executive 
1810. 
A CAN slicer component 1842 of CAN Waveform Decode 

Executive 1840 decomposes the CAN data stream into pack 
ets, one packet for each message. The CAN slicer component 
implements a PLL to properly recover the clock for the data 
signal and properly time the phase of the PLL With the start of 
each data packet. This method of synchronizing an analog 
signal of a serial data stream may be implemented in accor 
dance With the method and apparatus described in co -pending 
and commonly-oWned US. application Ser. No. 10/673,735, 
?led Sep. 29, 2003, entitled “METHOD AND APPARATUS 
FOR ANALYZING SERIAL DATA STREAMS”, the entire 
contents of Which are incorporated herein by reference. The 
algorithm employed by the slicer scans the Waveform, look 
ing for the packets and any spaces separating them. Then each 
CAN message segment (or packet) can be submitted to an 
Analog NRZ to Digital Converter 1844 because the data 
Within the packet is noW guaranteed to be NRZ. This compo 
nent converts the analogue data into a logical bit vector, With 
associated bit times. The conversion relies on the nominal bit 
rate, the transition level betWeen 0 and l and the sample point 
Within the bit. The user may select all these values, but the 
defaults are preferably set to 125 Kbits, 50% level, 50% 
sampling point. A typical frame message including an 11 bit 
identi?er in accordance With invention may 154 bits. An 
example of the bits and their de?nitions may be as folloWs. 

Start bit 
11 Identi?er bits 

SRR bit 
1 IDE bit 

18 Identi?er bits 
1 RTR bit 
6 Control bits 










